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Back to the Future
Series/Series #: Pop Classics
Illustrated by Kim Smith
TARGET CONSUMER:

Parents of children ages 4-8 who also are fans of the original film

Children, ages 4-8, who like reading about adventure and time
travel

Adult Back to the Future fans (as a self-purchase)

Gift Givers

Great Scott!! The latest in Quirk's series of Pop Classic Picture
Books (following HOME ALONE, THE X-FILES, and E.T.) takes
readers on a wild time-traveling trip BACK TO THE FUTURE!

     The biggest movie of 1985 is now the wildest and wackiest
picture book of 2018! Even 30 years after its theatrical debut,
BACK TO THE FUTURE is a perennial favorite in classrooms and
family movie nights across the country. This picture book by Kim
Smith captures all the classic moments of the film. We'll follow
teenage Marty McFly as he travels from 1985 to 1955, meets his
parents (as teenagers), and teaches his father how to stand up to
bullies. Complete with a time-traveling DeLorean, a crazy mad
scientist companion, and a lightning-fueled finale!

Series Overview: The films and TV shows that families love are reimagined as lively, colorful picture
books featuring the iconic moments and characters of the original. Simple words are paired with a kid-
friendly storybook format that's perfect for bedtime or storytime, plus all-new illustrations done in
classic picture book style to make this series a great way for parents to share their pop culture
favorites with a new generation. Though the movie and TV versions came first, you'll wonder if they
weren't adaptations of these books, instead of the other way around!

Author Bio: Kim Smith has illustrated all of the books Quirk's Pop
Classic Picture Books series-Home Alone: The Classic Illustrated
Storybook, The X-Files: Earth Children Are Weird, and E.T. the
Extra-Terrestrial. She lives in Calgary, Canada. Visit her online at
tuckedaway.com.
Residence: CALGARY CANADA Hometown: CALGARY CANADA 
Author Site: http://tuckedaway.com 
Social: @kimillustration (Instagram); @kimdraws (Twitter).
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